The solution of Poincare conjecture in topology represents the pinnacle of mathematical logic human brain is capable of. Best mathematicians of the world tried to unlock the answer of this baffling problem. Ultimately Gregory Perelman was able to crack it but in this pursuit transformed himself into an unfathomable riddle.
It is really very difficult to write about a person who has been hailed as one of the greatest but started behaving like one of the craziest. The Russian journalist Masha Gessen has done an appreciable job in her biography 'Perfect Rigor-A genius' about Gregory Perelman who was able to solve a century old topological problem.
'Poincare Conjecture' was formulated by the french mathematician Henri Poincare in 1904.Poincare has been described as the 'last universalist' who excelled in all fields of mathematics. In its raw form the Poincare Conjecture poses a innocent looking question : if a three dimensional manifold is simply connected, then is it diffeomorphic to a three dimensional sphere? In her book Masha lucidly explains what is meant by 'simply connected' and 'diffeomorphic' in topology. In 1960s some mathematicians published their proofs of this Conjecture starting from seven down to five dimensions. In 1982 the American mathematician Michael Freedman published his proof for four dimension. This work was widely acclaimed as a breakthrough and Freedman was awarded the 'Fields medal', the equivalent of Nobel prize in mathematics. But the proof of Poincare Conjecture in three dimension was somthing of a jolt where no conventional method worked. Greatest mathematicians of the times worked on it but lost their foothold somewhere. It was firmly held by all that the one who would be able to solve it must belong to the highest echelons, really a supreme being in the realm of mathematics.
As we know today Gregory Perelman finally solved this Conjecture for three dimensions and in this pursuit he acted superhumanely and transformed into a person who expected others and society to behave according to rigid mathematical laws.
Perelman was born in erstwhile soviet Russia in 1966 to a mathematician mother and an engineer father . His extraordinary mathematical talents were shown in his early years. Guided by his parents he was admitted to mathmatical training clubs where his abilites were honed for mathematics olympiads. He could actually solve any mathematical problem which came along his way with the only exception of his second place in AllSoviet Math olympiad when he was only fourteen. Gessen affirms that the stoic and repressive soviet Russia of that time was in a way conducive in producing persons of exceptional mathematical caliber. In 1992 Perelman came to United States for post doctoral research. At that time he was working on Alexandrov Spaces. He attended lectures at MIT and slowly drifted into unkempt ways of his life where he wore a dirty, old jacket and didn't cut his nail and beard. For whole of this time he subsisted on only brown bread and yogurt. He worked on the famous 'soul Conjecture'. His brilliance was self evident as he presented his lectures on this topic in Berkeley University and elsewhere . Mathematics departments of many American universities offered him positions but he tacitly refused all of them and returned to Russia.
For few years he almost disappeared from public view. But one fine morning some of his mathematician friends received emails from him about his online publication of his proof on the famous Arxiv website hosted by Cornell University.
Masha narrates vividly how people tried and strived to understand this paper which surpassed the limits of intuitive understanding of most.
How could Perelman crack this seemingly unsolved problem can be traced back to flamboyant Professor Richard Hamilton in Berkeley University. In 1980s, Hamilton tried to transform a mathematical blob by placing metric on it. This process is called Ricci Flow in Topology. He found that this manifests in form of curvature growth and results in singularities (blows up). To stop this a topological precedure known as Surgery is applied. But Hamilton failed to tackle all such singularities by this 'Ricci flow with surgery'. He was stuck! Masha emphasises that only Perelman could see beyond this. He proved that: (i) Singularities need not be bounded (ii) The tool Ricci flow with surgery is sufficient to tackle all Singularities and (iii) All singularities envisioned by Hamilton did not occur! When it dawned that his proof was absolutely correct, Perelman was showered with honors and positions. But in cracking the millennium problem he had metamorphosed into a Schizophrenic. He totally shunned his colleagues and claimed that he had left mathematics. He even refused to accept the million dollar prize instituted by Clay Institute for the proof of Poincare Conjecture.
In all a beautifully written book. It is based on the research conducted by the writer herself about Perelman and on the interviews with his colleagues, teachers and friends since he refused to talk with any reporter, writer or journalist!
